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About This Game

The island Faranga needs a new hero, you!
Delve into a gritty, raw and atmospheric fantasy world in which every action has a consequence. In the epic world of Risen,

filled with mysterious earthquakes, fearsome monsters and unimaginable treasures, forge your path with the sword, learn the art
of staff fighting or become a powerful mage.

Countless side quests and creatures to discover.

Over 60 hours of Immersive open world gameplay.

Alter the destiny of the island by the actions you take.
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Honestly, this is a tough one to judge. At the beginnning there was great voice acting, spectacular artwork, and overall a great
introduction to the story of the game. But alas I do not want to spend money today, So i never got passed act 1. I tried romancing
all the characters but it was impossible to say the least. All in all 4/10 should've been free. Jk More like 6. utter rubish
. Me and a friend bought this to play together and we both been trying for almost an hour to type our names in and click
connect..... doesn't work with keyboard, xbox 360 controller or rift controllers, is there something we are missing? Also
launching with oculus VR doesn't work only steam VR "works". First negative review I've ever left, hoping for help or
requesting refund..... Clever idea, poorly executed.
The concept of a tower defense game where you get to take over a gun yourself is pretty sweet. Sadly the controls are awkward
at best, and the perspective is claustrophobic and limited.
The maps are way too small for a decent tower defense game. I suspect this is a legacy of it having been a mobile game, but
there was no reason not to open things up a bit when porting it to PC.
Odd that right off the bat the game gifted me with so many coins I could buy just about everything up to the max level, seems
like something a developer would do who had given up on trying to make it actually a better game.
The graphics are pretty nice, the aliens look cool and the overall visual presentation is pretty good. The music is also decent, if
somewhat repetitive.
I think most players will also find the game a bit under-explained, the common ability to hover over a button to get some idea of
what it does does not exist here. Not my idea of fun having to guess what so many of the buttons do.
For two bucks or less, might be worth the purchase, but keep your expectations low.. Not a bad series for the time the games
were made! Nowadays with games being real linear, this particular series allows you to do and go where ever you want to.
Definately worth a try!. Guys Keep Going !!!!. Befriended a bug-man, fed a vampire, and fought a god. Excellent game.
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I wouldn't make this software your first option if I were you. It's very confusing to understand and it's available tutorials don't
help at all. The tutorial mostly describe what the features mean and rarely explain how to use them, and when they do describe
how to use these features properly, it doesn't translate well in practice when copying step by step and you have to figure out how
to use this program on your own. Knowing some coding previous to this software this doesn't help and figuring out how to
connect codes is mostly trial and error than coding. I downloaded this because using Renp'y before, after a long time of coding,
my games would randomly delete themselves, so I decided to get another visual novel software. I saw the views were high for
this one, but now I'm convinced they're not genuine views. It is not at all easy to learn, it's not user friendly and it's not worth 60
dollars compared to Renpy or Tyrano Builder, one of which I didn't even try fully yet but know for a fact it's more user friendly
than this. I can't even code something as basic as a condition without going through 50 tutorials looking out how to specifically
connect everything here. I can see there's some work and effort put into it, but the quality is not at all worth 60 dollars at all..
Nice afternoon killer if you're into the hidden object genre. The puzzles throughout are pretty easy though.. I can't recommend
this game to anyone because the graphics are not in HD like Industry Giant 2. This might be a very old game but It has a ton of
problems that the devs should have been addressed before they released It. They also haven't released any details on the version
at all.. I enjoyed playing through Ether Awakening. It took a little over three hours to play through the story, and I found it
engaging.

- The combat requires thought about what attacks to use
- There are lots of cute little quirks in the NPCs
- The story is clear
- There is room for more - I hope to see more with this story!. After 100+ hours in this game, i can safely say this $3 game is
really \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in good. Easy to understand and hard to master. And with my favorite level being a
community level, there's an endless amount of content for you to chew through. Highly recommend.. OMG, this is an amazing
game. Flashback from my college days when me and my friends spent HOURS playing this. NOW IT IS BETTER. Plays at
144HZ super smooth. Controls are spot on. I mean the graphics are dated but you will not notice it to much. Super fun to play.
Very easy to play but a challenge to master this puppy. I played with a controller, originally; BUT with the mouse and keyboard
this game really shines! Posses a definite challenge.

If you played this back in the 90's, you will LOVE this remastered edition. Super amazing experience before, so much better
now. The memories i was flooded with were worth the money alone. Thank you for making this experience better and allowing
me to relive some of my childhood!! KUDOS

Nostalgic lvl 1000. I'm not sure whether I prefer Iron King over Sunken King, but so far I'm leaning towards Iron King. They
have many of the same strengths\/downsides, but Iron King I find more aesthetically pleasing and the more tangible lore
connection is a definite bonus.

What needs to be said is that - like the first DLC - this is an area driven DLC. That is, its greatest moments come from its
environment, its (regular) enemies, its traps and puzzles. That aspect is very similar to the underground pyramid platform
festival that was Sunken King. It is NOT boss driven, and could disappoint in that regard. I think of it like this: back when I first
played Artorias of the Abyss for the first Dark Souls, I enjoyed it a lot, but in retrospect it was entirely for the bosses and the
new items\/equipment it brought to the game. While some sound aesthetics were neat, it consisted of an area that was re-used
with minor changes set at day, an ugly, blurry series of buildings (which had some cool areas but not anything as nice as what
was in the base game) and finally a third rate Tomb of the Giants. The DLC for Dark Souls WAS boss based, and that's the
main difference here. There's enjoyment to be found, but in different ways.

Iron King is larger than Sunken King overall (more around the size of Artorias of the Abyss) and has plenty of From's intricate
detail sprinkled all over it, visually and audibly. The snowy towers make what would otherwise not be so great more interesting
by having connections via tiny chains, and each one leads to an area that is a complete nightmare (curses, ambushes, etc.)

Without spoiling any lore details, the interior areas look appropriately similar to those of Iron Keep, albeit more metallic. Things
move, rotate, and power the giant fortress. Inside you'll find plenty of items and enemies. It's the things that make connections
to what was not fully explained in Dark Souls II that have this DLC make up for its shortcomings (for the most part). There's
also some nice gear, including one particular sword that people who missed it from Dark Souls will probably enjoy. The DLC
also has a cave area similar to Cave of the Dead from Sunken King. At first I was disappointed to see this - while visually
different, it is almost the same concept - however, going through it a couple times, I no longer felt that way. It seems as though
it was an attempt to make up for the weakest area in Sunken King, and it does make up for it. It's the kind of place so danger
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ridden you can't even stop to look at some of the new enemies trying to take you down. The boss of that area was where the first
"meh" from the DLC came in. It's a boss you've fought before...sort of just a bit different. In retrospect, I don't hate it, because
this DLC ties to an area from the base game heavily and as such the presence of this boss (in a different sort of state) is
appropriate. However, they could have done more to change it up.

Beyond the cave area (which like the last one is optional, I believe), the rest of the DLC is good. The bosses may leave you
wanting more, but it excels with its environment. There's a sense of scale to it that you don't get a whole lot in Souls, and though
you can't traverse all that you can see by any means, there's still enough there.

Ultimately, I give this DLC about an 8\/10 and a recommendation. It's not groundbreaking in any way, shape or form, but it is
an area that is extremely welcome in the Dark Souls II world. Just remember what I said about the area-driven\/boss-driven
thing. If you want to explore a snowy tower with loads of enemies, pathways to other sections that extend over great heights,
remnants of the past and some interesting new puzzles (without really spoiling anything: boom), you will like this DLC.
However, if you're only wanting to get something to fight new bosses and don't really care about the setting, you might skip this
one and wait for Ivory King.
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